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Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 3 Area: 995 m2 Type: House
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Contact agent

Step into a world of unrivalled luxury, where elegance meets award winning architecture. This bespoke home, nestled

amidst the casuarina and eucalypt trees, will leave you speechless. Its split level central deck replicates the ambiance of a

sailboat, offering you the ultimate escape into the natural beauty of the Bay of Fires. Designed by visionary architects

Forward Viney Woollan, the home lies hidden from public view by a subtle oiled cedar clad wall which reveals nothing of

the private captivating world behind it.Every inch of this space is a masterpiece of design, from the minimalist interior that

allows the natural surrounds to be the hero, to the deliberate disconnect between living and sleeping pavilions that

transports you to a time when you might have camped under the stars; and all while ensuring absolute privacy. The glass

walls of both pavilions immerse you in the breathtaking natural surroundings that can only be surpassed by views of the

Bay of Fires as far as the eye can see.Simple furnishings, thoughtful storage, and Pacific ash finishes bring back the essence

of a simpler life; connecting you with the earth and the beauty that surrounds you. Unassuming from the outside,

unbelievable within - this home is a true masterpiece of architectural brilliance that transcends time and offers an

intimate connection to nature. Welcome to a world of sophisticated beauty and tranquil living like no other that has been

featured in Vogue and House and Garden magazines.This is The Glass House, Binalong Bay. •  Highly sought after position

with exceptional views•  Mid century modern design accents•  Three bedrooms, master with ensuite•  Double garage +

additional parking for boats and cars•  European appliancesPrivate viewing times are available, however, same day

inspection requests cannot be accommodated for this property. Please contact exclusive listing agent Heidi Howe of

Harcourts St Helens to arrange a suitable time.Harcourts St Helens has no reason to doubt the accuracy of the

information in this document which has been sourced from means which are considered reliable, however we cannot

guarantee accuracy. Prospective purchasers are advised to carry out their own investigations.


